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although monkey king: hero is back is set in the fictional land of kunlun, the land is actually based in the
kunlun mountains in china. the whole thing about the world being fictional in the game is actually a good

thing, as the game tries to convey the feeling of a chinese kung fu film which is already pretty well-
known in the west. the various costume and cultural differences also help to accentuate the awesome
visual design and aesthetic of the game, as well as the overall feel of a kung fu film. the game really

captures the feel of a chinese movie/film well. as a martial arts fan you cant help but to be excited by the
incredible visual design of the game as well as the kung fu film feel. there is a lot to love in this game,

and its great that this awesome game is on the ps4. the exploration in monkey king: hero is back is
pretty basic. you basically have a light and heavy attack along with a jump and a roll/dodge. the game
also allows you to pick up items from the environment to use for weapons, and there are magic abilities
that you can use in combat. the exploration can be a bit repetitive, but the combat is fairly challenging

and exciting, and the various puzzles are a nice break from the platforming. in terms of graphics, the film
is simply gorgeous. even though the film is animated, it still has a realistic quality to it, as if its been shot

in real-life, as can be seen in the features, the way the characters move and interact with each other.
everyone here, with the exception of the trolls, looks absolutely gorgeous. tian xiaopeng has again

perfectly captured the characters emotions and expressions, making them look vibrant and realistic.
while some of the characters look slightly more cartoony than others, it doesn't take away from the
overall look and feel of the film. for a film with so many characters, the quality of the animation is

stunning. maybe the next film i see will be in 3d, to see if it makes a difference in terms of the animation
quality.
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monkey king: hero is back has a great soundtrack which keeps the mood and atmosphere going. the
hero theme song is light and happy, while the battle music is slow and foreboding with hints of doom
and despair. in the areas that you walk through you will hear sounds from the various npc merchants

as well as the occasional sound effect of killing an enemy. monkey king: hero is back gets its fair
share of collectibles. although there are a lot of similar collectibles, there are a few that stand out as

unique. the first are d-boys which you can use to level up. these are characters that you can take
with you and use as a companion. as you earn more d-boys you can take them with you in battle. the
d-boys are extremely useful as they have their own special attacks and abilities that you can use in

battle. while most of the collectibles are fairly easy to find, the d-boys are a bit more rare, but i found
them all. monkey king: hero is back has a pretty standard set of collectibles. you can find them
hidden around the world, as well as in chests and hidden containers, but the ones that are most

useful are the life gems. these come in a variety of different colors and can be used to craft healing
potions and also to strengthen your character. the life gems are more rare than the collectibles but

you can also find them hidden in certain locations. you can also find the life gems around the world if
youre taking your time. the good: beautiful and fun visuals a good story an interesting world to

explore the combat is fun easy to learn but challenging to master bonus: play as tuxedo bonus: play
as dasheng doll bonus: play as lotus bonus: play as guanyin bodhisattva amulet bonus: play as soul
charming necklace bonus: play as secret scroll: purge bonus: play as purple incense burner bonus:
play as uproar in heaven bonus: play as mind palace bonus: play as monkey king bonus: play as
extra in-game item: lotus bonus: play as extra in-game item: guanyin bodhisattva amulet bonus:

play as extra in-game item: soul charming necklace bonus: play as extra in-game item: secret scroll:
purge 5ec8ef588b
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